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1. Introduction 
Íba is a text based conversational chatbot created for Íslandsbanki by a team of three               

students as a final project for the Bsc. in Computer Science at Reykjavik University.              
Íslandsbanki is one of the leading banks in Iceland, with an expertise in the fields of tourism,                 
seafood and energy. It currently employs over 900 people and has been voted Best Bank in                
Iceland by Euromoney four years in a row.  1

The chatbot’s purpose is to facilitate the providing of information for its users, by               
answering common queries (such as currency exchange rates, opening hours, and location            
of branches) at any time of the day, expediting service time for both bank users as well as                  
customer service employees. The chatbot is able to provide assistance in Icelandic and             
redirect users to human personnel should it not be able to perform actions required.              
Currently, there is no such technology available to the public provided by Icelandic banks.  

1.1. About the project 
Íba is built on a robust machine learning framework and it learns from the analysis of a                 

known training dataset so that it is able to make predictions about output values when               
interacting with a user. Íba’s system is able to provide targets for any new input after                
sufficient training - that is, it can understand various forms of communicating the same              
information using different sentence structure. Furthermore, the chatbot should be able to            
compare its output with the correct, intended output and find errors in order to modify the                
model accordingly so it won’t repeat the same mistake. This training method is known as               
unsupervised learning - the AI’s algorithm takes information that is neither previously            
classified or labeled to and acts on it without human guidance.  

Íba is able to successfully perform named entity recognition - a technique for information              
extraction that seeks to locate and classify named entities in text into predefined categories              
such as the names of persons, organizations, locations, etc. It is also referred to by the                
acronym NER. 

Íba is available by means of a website (with a frontend and a small backend) and as well                  
in the messenger of a facebook page.  

Surveys have been conducted in order to better understand the needs and expectations             
of users and to prioritize the product’s features accordingly. 

1 "History • Íslandsbanki." https://www.islandsbanki.is/en/article/history. Accessed 16 Oct. 2019. 
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2. Project organization 

2.1. Scrum 
The agile framework Scrum was used to organize the product workflow. The roles within will               
be allocated as it follows. 

2.2. Roles 
Product owner 
Hafsteinn Einarsson (Íslandsbanki) 

Scrum master 
Diemut Haberbusch 

Development team 
Diemut Haberbusch 
Helga Rún Steinarsdóttir 
Laura Orsini R. Franca 

2.3. Methodology 
There are a couple of reasons why the team decided to use the Scrum framework. Most                

important was to find a tool that would be able to adapt fast to changes throughout the whole                  
development process to keep track of status and tasks. Apart from that, transparency and              
continuous feedback are provided throughout the whole development process, which helps a            
lot when project features have to be changed along the way. These requirements are exactly               
what Scrum fulfills. 

In the early stages, sprints were two weeks long and were shortened to one week as                
development advanced. That means that there were ten sprints in total, where six of them               
were two weeks long and four of them last for a week. 

2.4. Working agreement 
The team was working on the project mostly remotely, since one team member lived in               

East Iceland and was not able to attend meetings in person on a regular basis. She was in                  
Reykjavík four times during the semester, however, where the whole team met up in person. 

It was decided to take weekly online meetings via Google Hangouts on Sunday evenings              
to go through what had been done during the past week and to delegate tasks and plan for                  
upcoming meetings. On these evenings, each team member updated their time availability            
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by means of a time schedule spreadsheet, to assert their time availability in the upcoming               
week for project related tasks.  

Time was tracked in a Google spreadsheet by each team member. Each task was              
categorized adding the sprint, the phase and type of task it belonged to, as well as date,                 
start and end time and hours. 

Reports, presentations and relevant documents were kept on a shared Google Drive            
folder. The main communication channel was Facebook messenger and OneNote was used            
to keep logs more accessible. These channels were also used for daily check ups between               
the weekly meetings. When coding started, the team used a Github repositories for version              
control. 

2.5. Communication, workspace and ownership 
In the first meeting with the project owner, Hafsteinn, it has been agreed that there would                

be weekly or bi-weekly meetings about the status of the project, upcoming tasks and              
everything else that has to be taken care of. Communication between Hafsteinn and the              
team would mainly be via email. Should there be a need for specialist consultation during the                
development, Íslandsbanki offered access to their team to have guidelines and/or preferred            
methodologies in order to execute the tasks to optimal levels. 

Íslandsbanki did not provide a physical workspace, therefore it had been agreed that the              
team would develop mainly from home office, using their own hardware. 

In regards to the ownership of the final product, Íslandsbanki will be granted full access to                
the product, code base and research results.  

Each team member will have full ownership of the project’s final result and aiding tools               
that will be generated in the process. 

2.6. Project scope 
Originally, it was roughly estimated that it would take a total of 1200 hours to finish the                 

project. Since the team consisted of only three people, the scope was scaled down from the                
original estimate so that it fitted into the given time frame and allowed for a higher quality                 
end product. 

The time planning for four team members had estimated as such: 

1. Design, requirements analysis and prioritizing: 100 hours 

2. Setup of training data: 300 hours 

3. Development: 400 hours 

4. Tests and research: 350 hours 

5. Documentation: 50 hours 
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The team had gotten all project sections organized to maximise the overall value of the               
product to create.  

2.7. Product backlog 
This chapter contains the product backlog of the whole project, including all stories,             

finished or not. Stories are both based on requirements from Íslandsbanki, as well as              
requirements and generic tasks created by the team. It had been decided to split up the                
product backlog in two tables; the first one contains the user stories to develop the final                
product, the second one shows other stories related to preparation, reporting, researching,            
design and testing. Stories were assigned priority class from most important (A) to less              
important (B). Stories’ level of complication and difficulty was estimated in story points in the               
tables, as well as the status. 

2.7.1. User stories 
The user stories reflect the initial requirements and features towards the chatbot,            

designed from the project owner and deduced from survey results. They were divided into              
two user groups: developer and user (customer). Three stories had to be scrapped, since              
the team ran out of time. Story 14 was started in Sprint 7, but could not be finished, whereas                   
story 1 and 2 had never been started. 

ID Story Description Priority Story 
Points 

Status 

1 As a developer, I want to keep a log of 
conversation. 

A 8 Scrapped 

2 As a user, I want to ask chatbot for nearest ATM. B 5 Scrapped 

3 As a user, I want to ask chatbot to give me the 
exchange rate of a given currency. 

A 5 Done 

4 As a user, I want to ask the chatbot for opening 
hours on a given location. 

A 8 Done 

5 As a user, I want the chatbot to greet properly. A 1 Done 

6 As a user, I want the chatbot to say goodbye 
properly. 

A 1 Done 

7 As a user, I want to have the option to connect to 
a human. 

A 3 Done 

8 As a user, I want to convert currencies. A 5 Done 

9 As a user, I want to talk to the chatbot on a 
website. 

A 5 Done 

10 As a user, I want to talk to the chatbot through B 5 Done 
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facebook messenger. 

11 As a user, I want Íba to start the conversation. A 2 Done 

12 As a user, I want to get a selection of topics the 
chatbot can answer. 

B 5 Done 

13 As a developer, I want the bot to answer politely if 
the user gets upset. 

A 2 Done 

14 As a user, I want to ask chatbot for nearest bank. A 8 Scrapped 

15 As a user, I want the bot to tell me random jokes 
with Chuck Norris. 

B 1 Done 

2.7.2. Other stories 
This table reflects other stories of a more generic nature not directly connected to product               

development, as preparation, reporting, design, generation of testing data, testing, and           
more. Story 25 was scrapped, since it came out to be too complicated to finish in one or two                   
sprints. As mentioned in the Progress Report, it had been divided into smaller subtasks that               
could all be marked as “Done”. 

ID Story Description Priority Story 
Points 

Status 

1 Schedule meeting with product owner A 1 Done 

2 Schedule meeting with instructor A 1 Done 

3 Decide about workplace, working hours and 
meetings 

A 1 Done 

4 Decide on tools (for reports, time tracking and 
communication) 

A 1 Done 

5 Presentation for meeting with product owner A 1 Done 

6 Report (product description, organization 
planning) 

A 1 Done 

7 Scrum set up (decide about roles, product 
backlog, sprints, meetings, etc.) 

A 1 Done 

8 Preparation for meeting with instructor A 1 Done 

9 Preparation for presentation in HR A 1 Done 
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10 Set up survey (Kano model) A 4 Done 

11 Send Survey A 1 Done 

12 Report for 1. status meeting A 3 Done 

13 Prepare presentation for 1. status meeting A 2 Done 

14 Look into technology for chatbots A 2 Done 

15 Test tools (Dialogflow, Rasa, Wit.ai, LUIS) A 8 Done 

16 Analyze survey A 5 Done 

17 Create testing data and train: chit chat A 2 Done 

18 Create user stories A 2 Done 

19 Create prototype for UI (website) A 5 Done 

20 Look into front end technology A 2 Done 

21 Set up facebook page and app for the chatbot B 3 Done 

22 Create demo for chatbot (rasa x) A 5 Done 

23 Website: Unit testing A 5 Done 

24 User testing A 8 Done 

25 Continuous integration (Docker, Heroku) A 8 Scrapped 

26 Write script for user testing A 2 Done 

27 Add risks for AI framework: new stuff we have to 
learn 

A 1 Done 
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28 Create a risk diary A 1 Done 

29 System diagram A 2 Done 

30 Find name for the bot A 1 Done 

31 Report and presentation for 2. status meeting A 5 Done 

32 Website skeleton (React, Node) A 5 Done 

33 Webhook with ngrok B 2 Done 

34 Webhook with Node.js and deployment on Heroku B 2 Done 

35 Docker research and setup locally A 5 Done 

36 Website: set up server (socket.io) A 8 Done 

37 Deploy Íba to Heroku A 5 Done 

38 Presentation for 3rd status meeting A 5 Done 

39 Website: fix CSS A 3 Done 

40 Deploy website and chatbot to Heroku A 5 Done 

41 Establish connection between website and bot 
after deployment 

A 5 Done 

42 Deploy action server to Heroku A 8 Done 

43 Report for 3rd status meeting A 8 Done 

44 Demo for 3rd status meeting A 5 Done 

45 Final presentation A 5 Done 
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46 Final report A 5 Done 

47 Final demo A 5 Done 
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3. Research 

3.1. Research on existing chatbots 
Chatbots in banking and finance industry are on the rise. They allow an availability and               

ease of access that take customer experience to the next level. They provide 24/7, real-time               
support, download free (in contrast to banking apps) and constantly improve themselves            
continuously through machine learning. The advantages for banks are obvious, since a            
chatbot can reduce workload in customer service departments and save costs both in             
regards of human resources and technical development and maintenance.  2

In this chapter, examples of already existing banking chatbots will be examined. The aim              
is to get ideas on design, technical standards and limitations of the technology as of today.                
In general, what will set apart the chatbot to be developed from already existing chatbot               
solutions, is the fact that the interacting language will be Icelandic. 

3.1.1. Eno - Capital One 
Eno , the assistant from Capital One, was       3

mentioned as a state of the art solution to look          
at. 

It is a text based chatbot for Capital One’s         
customers that can manage their bank accounts       
and is connected to their credit cards. 

Services include the tracking of account      
balance, seeing bill due dates and available       
credit, as well as checking recent transactions.  4

 

 

  

2 https://thefinancialbrand.com/71251/chatbots-banking-trends-ai-cx/, 2019-09-29 
3 https://www.capitalone.com/applications/eno/, 2019-09-29 
4 https://enigma.swiss/en/blog/chatbots-future-banking-industry/, 2019-09-29 
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3.1.2. Erica - Bank of America 
Erica , Bank of America’s virtual financial assistant is        5

available for customers via the bank’s mobile app. It is          
connected to customers’ bank information.  

Supporting text, Erica can check routing numbers,       
transfer money between accounts, access past      
transactions, lock and unlock debit cards and pay bills,         
and more. 

 

 

 

3.1.3. Eva - HDFC Bank 
HDFC Bank’s Eva is India's first      6

banking chatbot based on the latest      
AI and Natural Language    
Processing technologies. It is    
available on the bank’s website,     
mobile site and the customers’     
online banking portal. 

Since it supports both text and      
voice, one can connect as well via       
Google Assistant and Amazon    
Alexa. Eva is mainly a customer      
service chatbot as is, but will soon       
be available for payment and     
bookings as well. As such, it is great        
in suggesting topics for the chat      
itself. 

  

5 https://promo.bankofamerica.com/erica/, 2019-09-29 
6 https://www.hdfcbank.com/htdocs/common/eva/index.html, 2019-09-29 
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3.2. Chatbot technology 
Recommended technology should offer instant messaging such as e.g. Rasa, Dialogflow,           

LUIS or Wit.ai. The project owner mentioned that Rasa has a few favorable characteristics              
and features. It is an open source framework that has no software giant behind its               
development and can therefore run on Íslandsbanki’s servers and work well with its current              
privacy and term agreement policies, an important factor for keeping customers’ data privacy             
secured. However, all the above mentioned chatbot systems have been researched in the             
following chapters. 

3.2.1. Rasa 
The team chose Rasa to be the framework on which the Íba was built on. It is an open                   

source solution, very flexible with a strong self-learning element to it. It is heavily reliant on                
Python. Rasa’s stack allows you to build, deploy and host internally into your server or               
environment, giving the developers full control of their creation - a very important quality for               
any given tool. However, due to its very extensive customization features, it also demands              
more building on top of so that you can get a basic functionality going, as in you don’t have a                    
lot of out of the box solutions already present. 

Rasa’s machine learning stack constitutes of 2 main components; Rasa NLU and Rasa             
Core. 

3.2.1.1. Rasa NLU 

Rasa NLU is the library for natural language understanding (NLU). The term NLU consists              
of a subtopic of natural-language processing in artificial intelligence that deals with machine             
reading comprehension.  

The NLU library does the classification of intent (the outcome of a behavior) and extracts               
the entity (the process of recognizing information units such as names, expressions from             
unstructured text) from user input to help the AI to understand what is the meaning of the                 
user. 

3.2.1.2. Rasa Core 

Rasa Core is the framework that does the machine learning-based management for            
dialogue, taking the structured input from the NLU component and predicting the next most              
viable action using a probabilistic model such as long short-term memory (LSTM) neural             
network. 

3.2.1.3. Rasa X 

Recently, Rasa released another tool called Rasa X. It aids in the deployment and              
improvement of existing Rasa-powered assistants by learning from existing conversations.          
The tool introduces a user interface - a welcome addition - so that you can annotate, tag and                  
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inspect exchanges between the bot and human agents, expediting tasks that you could only              
before accomplish via code. 

3.2.2. Dialogflow 
Formerly known as api.ai, the framework is owned by Google as of 2016. It is therefore                

highly integratable with their technologies. As such, Dialogflow has a strong machine            
learning algorithm behind it for natural language conversations. It is a complete closed             
source product with an API and a web interface. The framework is widely regarded as a very                 
easy to use tool and almost everything is available for customization from the user interface.               
It’s said that you can create a functional bot without a single line of code. The framework                 
disposes of pre-built agents that allows its users to develop applications faster and it comes               
with an in-line code editor for integrations with other platforms (such as Firebase Cloud              
Functions) or to create webhooks for external interactions. Dialogflow provides model           
training, entities, intent, history and integrations to other services, as well as analytics - all               
available from its web interface. As of yet, it does not provide native Icelandic support.  

A downside to Dialogflow is that it is mostly reliant on Google technologies for it to work                 
optimally out of the box and the list of explicit intent links (that is, when a question has clear                   
intention and a simple response) can get rather long. 

3.2.3. LUIS 
Owned by Microsoft. Highly integratable with Azure Technologies (and originally set up to             

work with those, although it allows the user to host its bot on other cloud services). Much like                  
the framework above, LUIS offers a range of tools so that the user can get started quickly,                 
without dictating any particular solution; which means that it does not provide you with a lot                
of aid when designing a conversation flow as it does not help you to interpret and utilize                 
intentents.  

The components that make up for the LUIS framework are: 

1. Bot Building SDK which works with Node.js and .NET;  
2. Bot Connector Service which provides a REST interface which can utilize the            

messaging platforms supported by the Bot Framework;  
3. Bot Framework Emulator for local testing; 
4. LUIS NLU Service which is the library for semantic parsing (and it can be used               

independently of the Bot Framework). 
5. Bot Service for deployment to the Azure platform. 

LUIS does not provide native Icelandic support, but it provides its users with pre-built               
agents for a quick start, with different levels of learning methods and use cases. 

3.2.4. Wit.ai 
The framework is owned by Facebook as of 2015. It offers great integration with systems               

such as Facebook Messenger and Whatsapp (as well as extensive documentation on the             
matter). It is one of the few frameworks that lists Icelandic as one of its natively supported                 
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languages. It is an intuitive tool and it provides a GUI so that the users can whip up a quick                    
start. 

There are three SDKs currently available (for Node.js, Python and Ruby) as well as an               
HTTP API. Wit.ai is free for private and commercial use. The data generated by its use is                 
private but by utilizing the service you agree to have Wit.ai’s core team to use it in order to                   
improve the software - not very reassuring when talking about Facebook. 
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4. Survey 
In order to find out which product features would be the most important to implement to                

the chatbot, a survey was sent out and its results analyzed. It should help to prioritize                
features according to customers’ wishes and needs. 

4.1. Kano model 
The product owner suggested the use of the Kano model for conducting the survey. The               7

model is able to measure and prioritize customer satisfaction rather than desired            
functionality. It is easy in setup and is well suited for a big target group. If a team is                   
conducting a survey with a specific line of questions, the model measures connection             
between customers’ satisfaction and the level of provided functionality. This aids the design             
process of a product to decide what kind of product needs to be built and how. In other                  
words, which features have to be chosen to get more satisfied customers. 

4.2. The survey 
In the beginning, generic questions about age, gender, nationality and computer skills            

were asked. Then, there were a total of eight pairs of questions for each feature. The first                 
query asks the customer how they would feel should they have X feature present (called               
functional question). The second question asks how they would feel should the feature not              
be present (called dysfunctional question). To each question, the possible answers were: 

● I like it 
● I expect it 
● I am neutral 
● I can tolerate it 
● I dislike it 

Lastly, there was a question about the feature’s importance with possible response on a              
scale from 1 (not at all important) to 9 (extremely important).  

The questions were set up as follows. For clarification, question three and four had a picture                
attached to it to explain the possible look and feel of the given feature.  

7 https://foldingburritos.com/kano-model/, 2019-09-28 
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1. ATMs 
a. How would you feel if the chatbot could tell you where the nearest ATM is? 
b. How would you feel if the chatbot could not tell you where the nearest ATM               

is?  
c. How important is it or would it be if the chatbot could tell you where the                

nearest ATM is? 
2. Redirecting 

a. How would you feel if the chatbot redirects the conversation to a human being              
when it cannot solve your problem? 

b. How would you feel if the chatbot stops the conversation when it cannot solve              
your problem? 

c. How important is it or would it be if the chatbot could redirect the conversation               
to a human? 

3. The chatbot automatically opens 

 

a. How would you feel if the chatbot opens automatically when you enter the             
website? 

b. How would you feel if the chatbot doesn't open automatically when you enter             
the website? 

c. How important is it or would it be if the chatbot would open automatically              
when you enter website? 

4. The chatbot suggests a topic 
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a. How would you feel if the chatbot suggests topics you can ask about? 
b. How would you feel if the chatbot doesn't suggest topics to ask about? 
c. How important is it or would it be if the chatbot could suggest topic to ask                

about? 
5. Exchange rate 

a. How would you feel if the chatbot can answer you about currency exchange             
rates? 

b. How would you feel if the chatbot can't answer you about currency exchange             
rates? 

c. How important is it or would it be if the chatbot could give you information on                
exchange rates? 

6. Voice support 
a. How would you feel if the chatbot accepts voice input? 
b. How would you feel if the chatbot can't accept voice input? 
c. How important is it or would it be if the chatbot could accept voice input? 

7. Transfer money 
a. How would you feel if the chatbot can perform money transfers for you? 
b. How would you feel if the chatbot can't perform money transfers for you? 
c. How important is it or would it be if the chatbot could perform money transfers               

for you? 
8. Gender of the chatbot 

a. How would you feel if the chatbot's avatar is a female? 
b. How would you feel if the chatbot's avatar is a male? 
c. How important is it or would it be if the chatbot avatar has a gender? 
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4.3. Results 
As an initial test for the survey, the team sent it out to a few family members to get their                    

perception and general understanding of the survey itself. Then, it was sent out to HR               
members through HR email system. The survey was open for a week and 220 responses               
were collected. 

As seen in the pie charts below, nearly 50 percent of the responders were between 18                
and 24 years old, and almost one third between 25 and 34. This would be the target group                  
most likely to start using chatbot technology. In regards of computer skills, the four possible               
answers were divided quite evenly - about 25 percent each. There were six percent more               
male responders than female ones.  

Overall, almost 90 percent of those who partook in the survey were Icelandic. 
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4.4. Analysis 
The Kano model classifies features     

into four categories, depending on how      
customers react to the provided level of       
functionality.   8

These features are: 

● Must-be 
● Performance 
● Attractive 
● Indifferent 

Must-be describes features that    
potential customers expect to have. If the       
final product does not have them, they       
will consider it as being incomplete or       
even bad.  

Performance features are supposed to     
be the core features of the product. They have a direct, linear correlation between              
functionality and satisfaction, or, in other words, should they be present, the greater the level               
of customer satisfaction.  

Attractive features are features that customers do not expect the product to have, but are               
perceived as adding a positive value.  

Indifferent features consist of features in which the customer is neither satisfied nor             
dissatisfied about it being present or missing. 

 

8 https://foldingburritos.com/kano-model/#end-jump, 2019-09-28 
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The graph “Features categorized” demonstrates the results. The bigger the circle, the            
greater the level of importance of a feature for customers. According to its position in the                
grid, the features could be assigned to one of the four categories of the Kano model. 

The image on the right explains how features        
can be categorized by analyzing their position in        
the grid.  9

Another way of analyzing the results is to        
rank features according to their importance (see       
Appendix, Results table 1).  
The prioritization of the features is done by        
having the Must-be features first, followed by       
Performance features and Attractive ones. 

As stated in the results, there are no Must-be         
features, but two Performance features (ATMs      
and Redirect) and two Attractive features      
(Suggests topic and Exchange rate).  
The remaining features were categorized as      
Indifferent (Voice support, Transfer money, Chatbot automatically opens, Gender of          
chatbot). 

The team deducted valuable data from the collected results.  

9 https://foldingburritos.com/kano-model/, 2019-09-29 
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The features Transfer money and Automatically opens have been categorized as           
Reverse in the Kano model due to their level of rejection between the survey responders. 

In the case of Automatically opens, responders strongly disliked having the feature, while              
at the same time they really liked not having the feature. That could mean that Automatically                
opens was a Reverse Performance features, i.e. people did not at all want to have it in the                  
product. 
In regards of Transfer money, it would be interesting why the responders did not like the                
feature. Possibly it should have been paraphrased in the questionnaire. Or maybe people             
don’t like the idea of a chatbot handling such sensitive information. 

The fact that no feature was categorized as a Must-be could mean that there is no direct                 
interest in the product itself, or that people do not (yet) see a useful purpose in the chatbot’s                  
features. 

4.5. Takeaways 
Together with the product owner, the team decided to focus on the Performance feature              

“ATMs” and the Attractive feature “exchange rate” to start with. Apart from that, more generic               
features were implemented, such as the answering of questions about opening hours.  

It was decided to go for the Performance feature “redirect” and implement a trigger for a                
human to take over a conversation in case the chatbot could not manage to properly answer                
a question.  
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5. System design 

5.1. Why Rasa 
Rasa was chosen due to its flexibility and ease to expand on should the project continue                

to grow. It is not dependant on any specific external platform to work and can be easily                 
coupled with various service providers. The project owner has always been enthusiastic            
about Rasa’s possibilities and functionalities. With the addition of Rasa X, the framework             
offers its own testing environments which is also a very attractive feature for creating a               
robust and well trained model. 

5.2. Software as a Service versus Platform as a Service 
Rasa offers two possible packages; Rasa Community Edition, which is free and Rasa             

Enterprise, which is paid. The team has been using the Community Edition as it serves the                
current development purposes very well. However, in larger scale, it would be beneficial for              
Íslandsbanki to turn over to the Enterprise version as it offers features such as role based                
access along with built-in analytics.  

5.2.1. Platform as a Service (PaaS)  
PaaS solutions are often used as frameworks, in which developers can build their own              

custom solutions on. All servers, storage, and networking can be managed by the enterprise              
or a third-party provider while the developers can maintain management of the applications -              
that is, it allows developers to focus on development rather than infrastructure management. 

5.2.2. Software as a Service (SaaS)  
A few of the main characteristics of SaaS platforms is the fact that it usually requires no                 

installation for users to utilize the service. They are hosted in a remote server and require                
internet access in order to be accessed and interacted with. All maintenance is performed by               
the service’s vendors, which should work as an out-of-the-box solution for its consumers. 

Given the fact that the program will be owned by the team and will be available by means                  
of a website for Islandsbankí, it has been decided that the best course of action is to offer                  
Íba as a Software as a Service platform. 
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5.3. System diagram 
The system diagram explains how the basic components of the whole system interact,             

allowing user input. 
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5.4. UI prototype 
The team has decided that the most practical solution for a stand-alone version of the               

chatbot would be a website in which the user can interact with Íba. 

The service will be made available through a link in Íslandsbanki’s own website that will               
lead to the chatbots’. Users can also directly access the URL, as there won’t be any                
authentication required to interact with Íba. 
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5.6. User handbook 
The team did not find the need to have a user handbook for Íba. Instead, the instructions                 

on how to talk to the chatbot were included in the website’s text and the bot itself. In the                   
header of the website, users are given a short introduction to what is Íba. Links were also                 
made available so that users could connect to Íslandsbanki’s staff and to connect to Íba on                
facebook messenger. Íba introduces itself and its functions as the user enters the website.              
For further information, users can type in “hjálp” to get an idea of what kind of assistance Íba                  
can provide. When the help command is sent, Íba answers with suggestions of topics by               
providing interactable buttons the user can click on, prefilling the question (i.e “Hvað er              
gengið í USD?”). 
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6. Technology 

6.1. Deployment 
As previously mentioned, the team maintained the code in a repository on GitHub for              

version control, where each team member was responsible for a feature. These features             
were each developed in their own repository branch and later merged into a development              
branch. Once deemed stable enough, the development branch was merged into the master             
branch, where the code should be production ready (namely ready to be used by the public).  

The continuous integration was aided by the use of automation servers on Heroku. 

The chatbot built with Rasa is running within a Docker container image that has been set                
up for this purpose. The team pipelined this process with Heroku. 

The website is also set with an automatic deployment pipeline with Heroku and Github.              
No Docker containers were required.  

6.2. How to develop with the Rasa framework 
To start building a Rasa project, it must be initialised with a Rasa command that creates a                 

demo chatbot with the basic file structure needed inside a specific Python environment. It is               
recommended to install Rasa X as well, a browser platform to help improving the chatbot. 

Rasa’s components work as the backend that handles all the processing of data and              
creates the API used by the front (website and facebook messenger in this project). It               
processes CRUD requests through a REST channel and implements the server side of             
socket.io logic, used in the website. For more complex features, it handles all the actions               
that refer to other APIs     
(in this project, for    
example, the Chuck   
Norris jokes API and    
the exchange rates   
API). Custom actions   
such as these have to     
be implemented from   
the ground up using    
Python code, with the    
aid of Rasa’s inbuilt    
classes and modules. 

As mentioned before, Rasa offers no specific support for the Icelandic language, neither             
inbuilt nor through other pipelines. Therefore, all the NLU training data had to be created and                
implemented manually and the model trained with it.  
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Conversations and dialogue elements had to be designed from scratch, as well as entity              
extraction from user input. 

6.3. How to train the bot 
There are many advantages of using a trained bot to answer user queries. Conversations              

get more natural and engaging. Apart from that, the bot learns from every conversation with               
the user. To improve conversation quality, the bot has to be trained regularly on new training                
data. 

Anytime something new is added to Rasa’s NLU or Core data, the neural network of the                
chatbot needs to be retrained. The trained model turns the user messages into structured              
data. To do that in Rasa, it is necessary to provide a variety of training examples to teach the                   
bot how it should understand user input. These examples contain what user inputs the              
chatbot should expect to get, what actions it should be able to predict, how to respond and                 
what information to store. This is done by implementing four main things: 

1. Intents - things you expect the users to say 

 
To specify intent, different versions of possible user input are generated. In each 
sentence, entities can be marked if needed. In the above image, “amount”, “base” and 
“rate” would be entities. The more versions of intents and entities are added, the more 
precise  and “intelligent” it gets. 

2. Templates - pre-set strings for the bot’s reply. Can also contain markdown elements. 

 
3. Actions - things the chatbot can do and say.

 
The chatbot can either answer with a predefined template (p.ex. utter_greet) or  by 
having an action process user input with more complex logic, which might be connected 
to external services (p.ex. action_query_exchange_rate). 

4. Stories - conversations between user and bot 

 
Stories in Rasa are predefined training data representing user input (intents) and the             
bot’s responses (action names), used to train the dialogue management models for            
conversations with the bot. 
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6.4. Technology stack 
● React: Used for front-end 
● SASS: CSS library used on the website 
● Python: Used for coding in Rasa 
● Github: Version control system 
● Heroku: Continuous integration system 
● Docker: Container engine 
● Socket.io: Enables communication between the server and the frontend (website) 
● Webchat: React widget to connect with the Rasa backend 
● Facebook Messenger: Platform to connect the facebook app to the Rasa server 
● Photoshop: Used to create prototype 
● Trello: Used for organizing sprints 
● Google Drive: Used to store reports and presentations 
● Google Docs: Used to collaborate on reports 
● Google Sheets: Used to collaborate on logging hours and more 
● Google Slides: Used to collaborate on presentations 
● Email: Used for communication 
● Facebook messenger: Used for communication 
● OneNote: Used for documentation 

6.5. Coding rules 

6.5.1. Rasa 

6.5.1.1. Python 

The team will enforce most of Pylint’s specifications, along with the formatter black and              
type checker pytype. The rules which have been followed can be read below. 

1. Use import statements for packages and modules only, not for individual classes or             
functions. Note that there is an explicit exemption for imports from the typing module. 

2. Use of lexical scoping when possible to ensure more elegant code. 

3. Use of type annotated code. 

4. Line length should be limited to 80 characters long. Exceptions can be made in cases               
of long import statements; URLs, pathnames, or long flags in comments; long string             
module level constants not containing whitespace that would be inconvenient to split            
across lines such as URLs or pathnames. 

5. Use parentheses sparingly. 

6. Code indentation should be equal to 4 spaces or one tab space per block level. 
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7. When using strings, prefer the format method or the % operator for formatting, even              
when the parameters themselves are all strings. Use your best judgment to decide             
between + and % (or format) though. 

8. Multi line comments should be done by using double quotation marks. 

9. Single line comments should be done using the hashtag character. 

6.5.2. Website 

6.5.2.1. Javascript & React 

The team will enforce most of Eslint’s specifications, with some more leanenacy. The             
rules which have been followed can be read below. 

1. There should always be spacing between the parentheses. 

// correct 

function example (argument1) { 
 

} 

 

// incorrect 

function example(argument1){ 
 

} 

 

2. Variables should always be declared by using ‘let’ and ‘const’ instead of ‘var’. 

3. When declaring anonymous functions, resort to arrow functions instead. 

4. In React, class and components folder names must be lowercase. 

5. In React, components and pages should be declared with pascal casing. 

6. Variables and functions should be declared with camel casing. 

7. Use the literal syntax for object creation, according to eslint specifications. 

// correct 

const item = new Object(); 
 

// incorrect 

const item = {}; 

 

8. When defining strings, use double quotes or single quotes. Template literals should            
be used when injecting variable values into the string. 
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9. Should line length exceed 100 characters, avoid using string concatenation to           
improve readability. 

10. Store values in variables whenever possible for easier maintainability. 

// correct 

const TIMEOUT = 5000; 
setTimeout(timeOutFunction, TIMEOUT) 

 

// incorrect 

setTimeout(timeOutFunction, 5000) 

 

6.5.2.2. CSS 

The CSS rules followed are mostly those present in the official Google CSS style guide               
on github. 

1. Use meaningful or generic ID and class names. 

2. Use shorthand properties where possible. 

3. Separate words in ID and class names by a hyphen. 

4. In SCSS files, keep mixins and variables on their own stylesheet rather than             
declaring them throughout multiple files for maintainability.  
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7. Testing 
The main goal of the project is to design a chatbot that works with at least 80% accuracy.                  

Therefore, most of the testing effort will go into user testing to be able to train the bot                  
accordingly. Other testing methods will also take place, but they should hold less weight than               
user testing. 

7.1. Unit testing 
Unit tests have been conducted on the website using the libraries jest-dom and             

react-test-renderer. However, since the main part of the final product is training the model for               
the chatbot, the unit testing conducted was minimal as the code for the frontend is not                
extensive.  

The tests that have been introduced were all of the created components in React. They               
covered the renderability functionality and kept a version control for snapshots of the current              
versions. For the most important component, named ChatBox.js,which contained the chat           
element itself as well as the socket connection, testing was limited as the package from               
which it was downloaded conducted their own tests using the libraries Enzyme, jest and              
react-test-renderer. 

7.2. User testing 
The main goal of user testing was to get external input on how to train the chatbot better.                  

Therefore, tests were set up to let users talk to Íba so that the team could analyze their                  
interaction with the bot. It was especially helpful for the team to get different phrasings and                
wordings for each of the available queries from the users which conversed with the chatbot.               
The he templates for users’ background and interview can be found in the User testing               
material, as well as the tasks which the participants had to solve. 

7.2.1. Participants 
The team conducted user tests with a total of six participants, as seen on the table below.                 

The interviews took place on December 11th, 2019. All participants were Icelanders, since             
the bot only supports Icelandic so far.  

The team made sure that the participants were well instructed and skilled enough to              
interact with a bot online. Most of them are on the computer for more than eight hours a day                   
on a daily basis, and/or at work and from home. Age was from 27 to 69. 

ID Nationality Age Gender Computer 
skills 

Computer use 
(location) 

Computer use 
(hours per day) 

1 Icelandic 39 female Excellent At home and work > 8 hours 

2 Icelandic 27 male Very good At work > 8 hours 
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3 Icelandic 41 male Excellent At work > 8 hours 

4 Icelandic 30 male Average At home < 4 hours 

5 Icelandic 37 male Excellent At home and work > 8 hours 

6 Icelandic 69 female Average At home < 4 hours 

7.2.2. Environment and methods 
Participants got a short introduction about the product, i.e. that it is a chatbot that               

supports answering Íslandsbanki’s customers’ general inquiries, such as opening hours and           
currency exchange rates. For participant 1, 2 and 3, interviews were conducted at their              
workplace on their own computers. Participant 4 took part via Hangouts through his home              
computer. The remaining two interviews were taken at home, with participant 5 on his home               
computer, and participant 6 on her phone. Interviewer and note taker for participants 1, 2, 3                
was Diemut, for participant 4 Helga, and for participant 5 and 6 Laura. 

The live chatbot on the Heroku server was used for conducting the user testing.              
Therefore, the testing environment was the same as the one in which all other customers               
would interact with, since the participants were all able to use their own devices. 

7.2.3. Use cases and results 

7.2.3.1. Use case 1 

For use case 1, the participants had to ask Íba for banks in Reykjavík. This task did not                  
go too well, due to an issue related to a low confidence level of the bot in regards of which                    
action to perform when not finding the entity of the location. Because of this, only a single                 
participant achieved the intended result. 

Examples: 

Asked: hvar finn ég banki í reykjavík? 
Íba: Comes with a list of random banks, including a few not in Reykjavík. 

Asked: hvar finn ég banka í Reykjavík? 
Íba: Answers right. 

Since the entity extractor in Rasa is case sensitive, this issue could be fixed by adding                
additional testing data to train the NLU model better. 

7.2.3.2. Use case 2 

The task was to let the participants pick one of the banks from the list received in use                  
case 1, and have them ask for its opening hours. Not all user queries worked, and                
participants had to rephrase some of the terms. This was probably due to the fact that the                 
bot got confused by the queries from use case 1, which scrambled its contextuality. 

Examples: 
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Asked: Hvað er opið lengi í Granda? 
Íba: Fyrirgefðu, ég skil þig ekki alveg. Getur þú orðað þetta öðruvísi? 

Asked: Hvað er opið lengi í Laugardal? 
Íba: Answers right. 

When answering incorrectly to the question of use case 1, the bot seemed to be stuck in                 
a “rephrase” loop. Since it didn’t understand the input of the user it fell back to the default                  
“rephrase” answers. This issue can be solved in a future release by implementing a fallback               
action which tells the chatbot to restart the conversation. 

7.2.3.3. Use case 3 

In order to solve the task in use case 3, the participants had to ask Íba for the ongoing                   
exchange rate of ISK in EUR. Participants had the tendency to write “krónur” and “evrur”,               
rather than ISK and EUR, which the bot had issues understanding. 

Examples: 

Asked: Hvað fæ ég margar krónur úr 3 evrum? 
Íba: Fannst ekki í gögnum. 

Asked: Hvað er gengið í eur? 
Íba: Answers right. 

The reason why the chatbot did not understand these queries was due to the fact that the                 
training data only contained cases with the currency abbreviations. This was easily fixed by              
adding additional examples of possible user input (intents) to the NLU model. The other              
problem was caused by the way the entities were ordered in the sentence, much like in the                 
first example, where the intent implemented always assumed that the order of the user’s              
input  would be amount - base currency - transfer currency.  

7.2.3.4. Use case 4 

The task in use case 4 was to ask the bot for help. All participants managed to solve this                   
right away. Most of them just typed “hjálp”. 

Examples: 

Asked: Hjálp 
Íba: Answers right. 

Asked: Getur þú hjálpað mér? 
Íba: Answers right. 

7.2.3.5. Use case 5 

For use case 5, the participants were asked to connect to a staff member at Íslandsbanki.                
Instead of clicking the link on top of the page, most participants asked the bot to connect                 
them to a human person, which did not work out. 
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Example: 

Asked: get ég fengið að hafa samband við bankann 
Íba: Fannst ekki í gögnum. 

The button on top of the website seems not to be the first choice for connecting to a staff                   
member. The main takeaway from this is that another feature must be implemented in Íba so                
that it can handle directly connecting to a staff member. 

7.2.3.6. Use case 6 

The last task for the participants was for them to find out how to connect to the bot                  
through facebook. The only requirement to solve this task was to locate and click on the                
facebook link on the website’s header, which all participants did correctly. 

7.2.3.7. Additional questions 

Participants were asked additional questions concerning possible improvements and in          
regards to the bot’s functionality in general. To summarize, they thought nothing was missing              
and the functionality of the chatbot was clear enough. They unanimously agreed on Íba’s              
vocabulary and cognitive ability needing improvement. One participant wanted to have the            
Chuck Norris jokes in Icelandic rather than English. 

7.2.4. Conclusion 
The user testing helped a lot in understanding how potential customers of Íslandsbanki             

would interact with the chatbot. None of the participants had functional difficulties in using              
the bot in general. hey were all able to talk to Íba intuitively. Participants were open minded                 
towards the technology itself and found its working flow easy to understand. 

The main outcome of user testing for the final product was to get legitimate user queries                
from potential users and see how the bot responded to them. It made clear that additional                
testing data is needed to get more accurate answers for questions related to locations of               
banks and exchange rate, since users tend to use a broader variety of phrases than               
originally covered in the NLU model. Also, for future development of the chatbot, continuous              
user testing in between feature releases would improve accuracy and optimize the whole             
development process. 
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8. Final product 
Íba’s finalized first version constitutes of a frontend coded in React and a backend in               

Python. Its machine learning functionality is applied by using the Rasa framework, where             
custom testing data was implemented by the team so that the bot could handle specific               
queries in Icelandic.  

One of the most valuable qualities of the product is its ability of keeping contextuality               
throughout a storyline in the conversation - meaning that once it identifies entities, it will be                
aware that the topic being discussed and keep answers within that scope. The pictures              
below provide a good example of this functionality, using the currency values as entities.  

The pictures also showcase another important addition to the user experience of the             
website which is the inclusion of embedded google map links to all listed addresses. 
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The topics supported were selected amongst those that did best in the survey, as well as                
more generic ones, like opening hours and chit chat: 

● Exchange rate for different currencies 

 

 

 

● Opening hours of Íslandsbanki’s branches 
● Location of Íslandsbanki’s banks 
● Chit chat 

 

 

 

● Trigger a redirect to a human person 
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The bot also has a special feature which will tell the user a random Chuck Norris joke                 
when prompted. It provides help by suggesting selected topics the user can choose from. 

 

 

 

Not all features that had been planned could be implemented completely, though. These             
were the following: 

● Possibility to keep a log of the conversations, p.ex. in a database 
● Query the bot for the nearest bank 
● Query the bot for the nearest ATM 

There was not enough time left to start on developing a method for log keeping the                
conversations.  

In concern of the two features which required knowing the user’s geolocation, the             
development was started and partial functionality was implemented. However, as it currently            
stands, the latitude and longitude are hard coded in the website but are successfully sent to                
the Rasa server and picked up by the action calls that process the logic for the two entities.  

The frontend was designed to instantly establish a correlation in its color scheme and              
style to the existing version of Íslandsbanki’s website, being completely mobile responsive. 

The chat functionality itself takes in input from the website’s user and the server (the bot)                
replies with its understanding of the question asked. The connection between the frontend             
and the backend is done via websockets, using Socket.io, which allows for multiple sessions              
to be ongoing at the same time. The same functionality applies for the facebook messenger               
app, which is also connected to Íba’s servers. It is a fairly simple flow and one the team                  
plans on continuing to better its user experience and usability as later versions of the product                
are released.  
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9. Risk analysis 
To prioritize each risk, each is given a probability and an impact on a scale of 1 to 5. The                    

multiplication of these two factors provide the risk factor a good measure of its severity. To                
break the risk down, it’s been listed what the team can do to reduce the likelihood of it                  
occurring and what the team can do to minimize the damage should it happen. Having it set                 
up this way, the team is provided with a good overview of what problems could take place                 
and how to remediate them. The risk analysis was a live document and risks were added                
along the way. 
 

# Risk Mitigation Solution Probability Impact Risk 
Factor Responsibility 

1 Exam period 

Divide 
workload 
before the 
period 

Extend ongoing 
sprint and work 
longer hours after 
exams 

5 3 15 
Helga 

Laura 

2 
A team 
member gets 
sick 

Eat healthy 
and rest 

Make up lost time 
as a team when 
team member 
recoveres 

5 2 10 Group 

3 Meetings on 
work hours 

Book required 
hours off from 
work 

Try to reschedule 5 2 10 
Diemut 

Laura 

4 

A team 
member's 
computer 
crashes 

Have backups 
of data 

Fix the computer 
and try to get a 
temp computer 
instead 

2 3 6 Group 

5 

Workload on 
other courses 
gets 
overwhelming 

Divide 
workload as 
best as 
possible 

Work extra hours to 
keep up and make 
up lost time 

3 2 6 
Helga 

Laura 

6 

Struggle with 
setting up 
environment 
for coding 

Install 
environment 
as soon as 
possible to 
deal with 
issues sooner  

Get help from 
others, if everything 
fails get help from 
RU helpdesk 

2 3 6 Group 

7 Project scope 
too large 

Break down 
large tasks into 
smaller ones  

Reduce the project 
scope if necessary 3 2 6 Group 

8 
A team 
member's kid 
gets sick 

Avoid exposing 
child to 
pathological 
agents 

Get babysitter and 
make up lost time 
with team 

5 1 5 Helga 
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9 Broken code 
Never push 
broken builds 
on Github 

Revert to last 
functional commit 5 1 5 Group 

10 
Group 
member goes 
abroad 

Put the days 
on the 
calendar to 
schedule 
around it 

Work harder before 
leaving and get 
group members to 
back her up 

5 1 5 Laura 

11 
Lack of 
knowledge in 
Python 

Practice Start practicing and 
get help from others 4 1 4 Group 

12 

Group 
member 
forgets to log 
hours 

Log hours 
simultaneously 

Go over hours on 
status meetings and 
let Diemut tell you 
off 

4 1 4 Diemut 

13 

Computer 
problems on 
hangouts 
meetings 

Try to open 
hangouts link 
beforehand 
and test it so 
others won't 
have to wait for 
group member 

Group member tries 
to fix the problem. 
Use another 
platform p.ex. 
Skype or phone 

3 1 3 Group 

14 A lot to do at 
work 

Try not to lose 
it and keep 
going 

Try to work harder 
over weekend 1 2 2 

Diemut 

Laura 

15 Project scope 
too small 

Go over the 
project scope 
regularly and 
estimate the 
status of it 

Improve or add new 
features if there is 
time 

2 1 2 Group 

16 

Group 
members 
work on same 
thing over 
misunder- 
standing on 
Trello 

Not have too 
many cards 
active and 
move them to 
right column 

Go over 
responsibility of 
cards on status 
meetings 

2 1 2 Group 

17 
Too few 
answers on 
survey 

Share the 
survey on RU 
mail 

Share the survey on 
other platforms 1 1 1 Group 

18 
Difficulties to 
connect Rasa 
and Docker 

Do good 
research 
before 
beginning 
integration, be 
sure it is 
possible 

Try to figure out 
together, ask Rasa 
forum for help. Get 
help from someone 
with more 
experience. 

2 3 6 Group 

19 
Difficulties in 
getting Rasa 
to understand 

Create huge 
database for 
as many 

Take more time to 
train the bot 4 1 4 Group 
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Icelandic 
inflectional 
ending 

variations as 
possible 

20 

Difficulties in 
setting up 
deployment 
pipeline 

Do good 
research 
before  

Try to figure out 
together. Ask Rasa 
forum for help. 

3 4 12 Group 

21 Database 
goes offline 

Have a mock 
database 

Use mock database 
until fixed 1 3 3 Group 

22 
The API won’t 
connect to the 
database 

Do good 
research 
before 
beginning 
integration 

Try to figure out 
together. Get help 
from someone with 
more experience 

2 2 4 Group 

23 
The website 
won’t connect 
to the API 

Do good 
research 
before 
beginning 
integration 

Try to figure out 
together. Get help 
from someone with 
more experience. 

2 2 4 Group 

 

9.1. Risk diary 
The risk diary contains the occurrences of risks in the project period. It was also a live                 

document and occurrences were added on each sprint meeting. 
 

# Risk Sprint 
nr. Solution Group 

member 

10 Group member goes 
abroad 1 Group members had to back her up. Laura 

14 A lot to do at work 2 
Laura had a big launch at work and could not 
dedicate as much time to the project as 
planned. 

Laura 

5 
Workload on other 
courses gets 
overwhelming 

3 Work longer hours later in the sprint to catch 
up. Helga 

5 
Workload on other 
courses gets 
overwhelming 

4 Work longer hours later in the sprint to catch 
up. Helga 

2 A team member gets 
sick 4 Helga got really sick. Helga 
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8 A team member's kid 
gets sick 5 Everyone got sick in Helga's family. Helga 

1 Exam period 5 Laura had exam. Laura 

1 Exam period 6 Helga had exam. Helga 

18 Difficulties to connect 
Rasa and Docker 2-7 

Laura and Diemut asked Docker specialists for 
advice.The group took sessions together to try 
out different solutions and asked for help on 
the Rasa forum. 

Group 

20 
Difficulties in setting 
up deployment 
pipeline 

2-7 
The group figured it out together in the end, 
after extensive research online and on the 
Rasa forum. 

Group 

9.2. Deployment and development issues 
From Sprint 2 throughout Sprint 7, the team had to deal with huge issues in developing                

and deploying the Rasa chatbot. It has to be mentioned that the Rasa documentation was               
barely explaining in depth complicated setups like deploying Rasa to a server and running              
Rasa with Docker. Apart from that, the Rasa developers were constantly releasing new             
versions to fix bugs, which eventually resulted in different errors. 

Setting up Docker locally on team members’ machines appeared to be time consuming,             
since each had different issues to deal with. Diemut had an older Windows version and had                
to set up the Docker Toolbox running with a virtual machine via VirtualBox. In the beginning,                
Laura could not change from Windows Docker containers to Linux containers, and she was              
not able to run Docker on any ports. Both Laura and Helga had issues with HyperV on                 
Windows 10. Helga solved it by updating Windows from Home to Education edition. Laura              
had to contact a system administrator to help her fix her issues. 

At first, the team planned to deploy Rasa X to Heroku for testing and training purposes.                
This turned out to be very complicated, since the Rasa documentation was only explaining              
this for Linux and it was too time consuming to figure out how to get it running from                  
Windows. Therefore, deploying Rasa X was completely skipped, and only Rasa itself            
deployed to a server on Heroku. 

Until the website was ready to host Íba, the team decided to deploy a Node.js webhook to                 
Heroku to connect the locally running Rasa server to a facebook messenger app to test how                
it was running. They got an issue with the Heroku’s $PORT variable for the webhook due to                 
the fact that Heroku assigns random ports to its running apps. Since both the Rasa server                
and the webhook needed to run on the same port, this issue could not be solved and the                  
task skipped for the time being. 

After the group had finally managed to run the Docker container with both Rasa and               
action server locally and on Heroku, the action server started but did not respond. According               
to tickets on the Rasa forum and in Rasa change log, this was a bug in Rasa which was                   
supposed to be solved by updating to version 1.5.1, where compatibility issues with rasa-sdk              
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1.5.0 (the Rasa action server) were fixed. Doing this resulted in more issues, such as               
installing a required version 1.15 for Tensorflow (part of the Rasa internal framework). The              
team managed to solve this locally, but not on Heroku.  

To have a backup solution, Diemut went into deploying the Docker container with an older               
version of Rasa, Rasa 1.4.3. Another issue with the $PORT variable came up: Heroku              
added a random “\” backslash in front of the port number, which the team could not find a                  
solution to. Therefore, it was not possible to run the Rasa server on Heroku by adding the                 
run command, neither in a heroku.yml file nor in the Dockerfile. 

The team decided to use the newest Rasa version and have it run in a Ubuntu 18.4                 
Dockerfile instead of the one from Rasa, link to a shell script inside the Dockerfile to avoid                 
the issue with the backslash in front of the port number. This time, it was possible to run the                   
Docker container with Rasa and action server locally, whereas on Heroku a “permission             
denied” error came up on the script that was supposed to run from the Dockerfile. This error                 
is a well known issues on the Rasa forum, but could not be solved by the team so far. 

Finally, to resolve the deployment issues once and for all, the team decided to run the                
Rasa server and the action server on two different Heroku apps inside separate Docker              
containers. 
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10. Progress report 
Working progress of the project was maintained in the product backlog, burnup charts             

and time log document. Each last Sunday of a sprint the team met online for a sprint                 
retrospective to review it as well as to do some planning for the upcoming sprint, which                
included setting up the next sprint backlog. It seemed more convenient to combine these              
meetings into one, since it was a huge challenge to get all team members together at the                 
same time. It was not possible to conduct daily Scrum meetings due to other obligations of                
the team members, but they kept each other up to date on tasks and work in progress                 
throughout the day via messenger and slack. It has still to be decided how often meetings                
with the product owner, i.e. sprint reviews, should take place. It will probably not work out to                 
have them exactly at the end of each sprint, like they are supposed to be. 

Stories in the product and sprint backlogs were assigned a unique ID to be able to identify                 
them at any time. They were categorized according to Priority A (important) and Priority B               
(less important). To describe how work intense a story would be, story points were estimated               
- though not yet for Sprint 0. The final status of each story was updated on the date of the                    
report. 

10.1. Sprint 0 
August 26th - September 8th 

The main goal of Sprint 0 was to prepare everything to ensure a hassle free workflow                
throughout the whole product development. This included setting up Scrum, deciding on            
tools to work with and meeting up with the project owner and instructor. 

10.1.1. Sprint backlog 
All stories in Sprint 0 got priority A. As said before, story points were skipped in Sprint 0.                  

To be able to make working progress visible in the burnup chart (see next chapter), each                
story had been assigned one story point. Stories finished in Sprint 0 got the status “Done”.                
There were no unfinished stories. 

ID Story Description Priority Story 
Points 

Status 

1 Schedule meeting with product owner A 1 Done 

2 Schedule meeting with instructor A 1 Done 

3 Decide about workplace, working hours and 
meetings 

A 1 Done 

4 Decide on tools (for reports, time tracking and 
communication) 

A 1 Done 
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5 Presentation for meeting with product owner A 1 Done 

6 Report (product description, organization 
planning) 

A 1 Done 

7 Scrum set up (decide about roles, product 
backlog, sprints, meetings, etc.) 

A 1 Done 

8 Preparation for meeting with instructor A 1 Done 

9 Preparation for presentation in HR A 1 Done 

10 Set up survey: Contact HR for sending it out to the 
students 

A 1 Done 

11 Set up survey: Create text for the email to send 
out with the survey 

A 1 Done 

12 Set up survey: Decide on features to include as 
questions 

A 1 Done 

13 Set up survey: Find tool/platform to create the 
survey 

A 1 Done 

10.1.2. Sprint burn-up 
The team was burning story points continuously from August 27th. From September 4th             

to September 6th, no story points could be marked as done, since heavy work was               
scheduled to set up the work environment and planning in Scrum, as well as to decide about                 
features to ask about in the survey. Scrum setup could be finished September 7th, followed               
by almost a whole day going into finalizing the survey. Therefore, the scope of 13 story                
points was reached. 
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10.1.3. Sprint time log 
There was quite a big discrepancy in worked hours between team members. This was              

due to sickness, workload in other courses and personal reasons. Since all stories could be               
finished, there was no damage done on work pace and due dates. 

 

10.1.4. Sprint retrospective 
The team was very satisfied with the outcome of Sprint 0, not only because all story                

points could be finished, but also because the group fit well together and could keep the                
team spirit on a maximum. It had never been a problem to reach an agreement which made                 
it very easy to divide work into smaller chunks and work individually on them, before taking                
an online meeting and going over things together. A high level of trust could be established                
between the team members, a fact which the whole project will benefit from throughout the               
next months. The team members strongly agree on keeping things up in that way. 

Some difficulties have to be mentioned, though, since there were different working            
conditions between team members due to participation in other courses, family obligations            
and full time jobs. Sometimes it was difficult to agree on a joined meeting with all team                 
members because of this. Apart from that, communication between team members was not             
always as desired, due to personal reasons and sickness of team members, which meant              
that absence had to be backed up. 

Everyone agreed on having meetings more regularly and communicate as much in            
advance as possible when there are possible drawbacks in the organization planning that             
could harm work procedure. Sprint 0 was definitely a great experience to learn from in that                
regards, and its takeaways will strengthen the team even further. 
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10.2. Sprint 1 
September 9th - September 22nd 

Most of the time in the beginning of Sprint 1 went into finalizing the report for the first                  
status meeting and the presentation for the same meeting. Apart from that, the survey was               
sent out to HR members, awaiting responses until the end of the first half of the sprint. 

Further stories worked on were more related to the design part of the project, i.e. look into                 
technologies and examples for chatbots, try out chatbot tools and analyze the survey. From              
now on, story points were used to estimate how work intensive each story would be. 

10.2.1. Sprint backlog 
All stories in Sprint 1 got priority A. The table below expresses the actual status by the                 

end of Sprint 1. Stories finished in Sprint 1 got the status “Done”. Stories started, but not                 
finished, were marked “Started”. Three stories could be finished, and three stories were             
started without being able to finish them during this sprint. For story with ID 5, it was decided                  
to skip testing LUIS for the moment, since it was the tool most unlikely to be chosen for the                   
final product. 

ID Story Description Priority Story 
Points 

Status 

1 Send Survey A 1 Done 

2 Report for 1. status meeting A 3 Done 

3 Prepare presentation for 1. status meeting A 2 Done 

4 Look into technology for chatbots A 0 Started 

5 Test tools (DialogFlow, Rasa, Wit.ai, LUIS) A 0 Started 

6 Analyze survey A 0 Started 
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10.2.2. Sprint burn-up 
Since September 9th, the team was working on Sprint 1. The survey was sent (one story                

point), the report for the first status meeting finished (three story points) and the presentation               
for the first status meeting prepared (two story points). The remaining stories were started              
but could not be finished (zero story points). By the end of Sprint 1, the team was therefore                  
15 story points away from this sprint’s scope of 21 story points. 
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10.2.3. Sprint time log 
The pie chart shows the total logged hours for Sprint 1. Worked hours were divided very                

unevenly throughout the team. Laura could only spend around ten hours on this sprint, due               
to personal absence during the second week of the sprint. Both Helga and Laura had to                
dedicate more time to other courses than expected. 

 

10.2.4. Sprint retrospective 
The first week of the sprint was quite stressful, since the report and the presentation for                

the first status meeting had to be finished. Due to other obligations of some of the team                 
members, work did not advance as fast as expected and therefore took place a little bit last                 
minute. The team agreed on avoiding such situations in the future, if possible. 

The second week was more based on individual work on different tasks, which was very               
enjoyable for the team members, since each one of them could work on her own pace.                
There were two meetings in between to discuss the status of each individual task, to not                
miss focus and join forces. This was definitely something the team wanted to keep doing as                
much as possible during the following phases of the project. 

Although the later phase of Sprint 1 went well, the team was far away from finishing all                 
stories. This was mainly due to two reasons, first the low time availability of two team                
members, and second, some stories were more work intensive than expected. It was             
decided to try to estimate work load more precisely in the future to gain better control over                 
tasks and time management. 
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10.3. Sprint 2 
September 23th - October 6th 

The first couple of days in Sprint 2 went into preparing for meetings with the product                
owner and the instructor. In the first week, Helga and Diemut analyzed the survey and               
researched on already existing chatbots in the banking industry. Meanwhile, Laura worked            
on the wireframe design. In the second week, Helga and Laura set up Rasa on their                
machines and Diemut and Helga started to look into deployment. In between, the team              
found time to create user stories and to give the chatbot a name, which was chosen to be                  
Íba, deducted from Íslandsbanki. In contrast to earlier sprints where a lot of time went into                
preparation, now most of the time was worked on design and development. 

10.3.1. Sprint backlog 
All stories in Sprint 2 had priority A. The table below expressed the actual status by the                 

end of Sprint 2. Stories finished in got the status “Done”. Stories started, but not finished,                
were marked “Started”. Seven out of eight stories could be finished, including the unfinished              
stories from Sprint 1. Story 5 could not be finished, since it took out to be very work intensive                   
and unforeseeable, which did not come as a surprise, though. 

ID Story Description Priority Story 
Points 

Status 

1 Look into technology for chatbots A 2 Done 

2 Test tools (Dialogflow, Rasa, Wit.ai, 
LUIS) 

A 8 Done 

3 Analyze survey A 5 Done 

4 Create user stories A 2 Done 

5 Continuous integration (Docker, Heroku) A 0 Started 

6 Add risks for AI framework A 1 Done 

7 Find name for the bot A 1 Done 

8 Create prototype for UI (website) A 5 Done 

10.3.2. Sprint burn-up 
Since September 23rd, the team was working on Sprint 2. The survey was analyzed (five               

story points) and other chatbots researched (two story points). The basic user stories were              
created (two story points) and the team decided to add to them continuously at any time.                
The risk diary had been updated (one story point) and the wireframe for the UI was finalized                 
(five story points). Finding a name for the chatbot took one story point. The biggest               
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challenge in this sprint was to set up continuous integration and deployment pipeline (eight              
story points), which could not be finished. With 24 finished story points, the team was               
therefore 8 story points away from this sprint’s scope of 32 story points. 

 

10.3.3. Sprint time log 
The pie chart shows the total logged hours for Sprint 2. Worked hours were divided a bit                 

unevenly throughout the team. Laura could only spend 17 hours on this sprint, since she had                
a big product launch at work during the second week of the sprint. As before, both Helga and                  
Laura had to dedicate time to other courses. 
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10.3.4. Sprint retrospective 
Despite Laura’s work related absence in the second week of the sprint and high workload               

in other courses, the team managed to finish all stories except one. Since this was more due                 
to the nature of the unfinished story than to team members’ other obligations, all members               
were satisfied with the outcome of the sprint. Everybody was very focused and work was               
done according to schedule. Since it turned out to be difficult to set up the deployment                
pipeline, the team agreed to continue the development phase double-tracked, i.e. one track             
to proceed with the pipeline, another track for training the chatbot. 

10.4. Sprint 3 
October 7th - 20th 

More than the first half of Sprint 3 went into preparing for the second status meeting                
which took place on the 16th of October. This included creating a Rasa X demo bot and                 
adding to the report and presentation, as well as setting up a system diagram and a risk                 
diary. After the status meeting Laura looked into front end technology. All team members              
kept on working on the continuous integration pipeline with Docker and Heroku. 

10.4.1. Sprint backlog 
All stories in Sprint 3 had priority A. The table below expresses the actual status by the                 

end of Sprint 3. Stories finished in got given the status of “Done”. Stories started, but not                 
finished, were marked as “Started”. Five out of six stories could be finished. Story 1 could                
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not be finished the second sprint in a row. The team will therefore try to split the story up into                    
subtasks before the next sprint. 

ID Story Description Priority Story 
Points 

Status 

1 Continuous integration (Docker, Heroku) A 0 Started 

2 Create demo for chatbot (rasa x) A 5 Done 

3 Look into front end technology A 2 Done 

4 Create a risk diary A 1 Done 

5 System diagram A 2 Done 

6 Report and presentation for 2. status 
meeting 

A 5 Done 

10.4.2. Sprint burn-up 
Since October 7th, the team was working on Sprint 3. A demo chatbot for the second                

status meeting was created (five story points). Apart from that, the team finished the rest of                
the stories concerning the hand-ins for the meeting, i.e. a risk diary (one story point), a                
system diagram (two story points), and the updated report and presentation (five story             
points). Finishing to structure the front end took two story points. Much like in the last sprint,                 
it has been a hassle to set up continuous integration and deployment pipeline (eight story               
points), which again could not be finished. With 15 finished story points, the team was               
therefore 8 story points away from this sprint’s scope of 23 story points. 
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10.4.3. Sprint time log 
The pie chart below shows the total logged hours for Sprint 3. Worked hours were divided                

more evenly throughout the team than during Sprint 2. Helga had to hand in a large                
assignment in another course and had therefore to tune down her hours for the final project                
a little bit. 

 

10.4.4. Sprint retrospective 
The team was a bit unhappy with the fact that a lot of time went into preparing for the                   

second status meeting, which was then missing for stories related to developing the chatbot              
itself. The outcome of this status meeting was very satisfying, though, and had a positive               
impact on the team spirit. Important decisions in regards of front end technology could be               
made and work on the development pipeline continued. 

10.5. Sprint 4 
October 21st - November 3rd 

In the first part of Sprint 4, Laura finally managed to install Docker locally on her                
computer, which had been a big issue for her. After that, she went immediately into creating                
a basic website in React/Node.js which later should host Íba. 

Since deploying Rasa and Rasa X with Docker to Heroku came out to be a task too                 
complicated to be able to complete it in one story, the team decided to split it up into much                   
smaller steps. Deploying Rasa X was completely skipped, so only Rasa had to be deployed               
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to a server, which seemed to be a lot less difficult. To reach a better understanding of                 
running Rasa on an online platform, the team (mainly Helga and Diemut) went into creating               
a facebook page and messenger app which could be a home for the Rasa bot until the                 
website was ready. 

To deploy it to facebook, an https URL was needed to make the connection. Two               
methods were evaluated: The first one was creating an https URL with ngrok locally for the                
local running Rasa Server. This worked fine and the chatbot answered in facebook             
messenger. It appeared to be more complicated to run the local Rasa Server with a Node.js                
webhook deployed to Heroku. This was due to the fact that the Rasa Server and the                
webhook needed to run on the same port, which could not be solved, since Heroku assigns                
random ports to its running apps. The learning curve was very valuable for the team, though.                
They got insights into how Rasa Server interacts and what its basic requirements are. 

10.5.1. Sprint backlog 
Two stories in Sprint 4 had priority A, the remaining three stories had priority B. The table                 

below expressed the actual status by the end of Sprint 4. All stories could be finished,                
therefore, they got the status “Done”. Since Story 1 from Sprint 3, that was Continuous               
integration (Docker, Heroku), could not be finished, it was split up into subtasks. Story 1, 2, 3                 
and 4 were some of these subtasks created and worked on in Sprint 4. 

ID Story Description Priority Story 
Points 

Status 

1 Docker research and setup locally A 5 Done 

2 Set up facebook page and app for the chatbot B 3 Done 

3 Webhook with Node.js and deployment on 
Heroku 

B 2 Done 

4 Website skeleton (React, Node) A 5 Done 

5 Webhook with ngrok B 2 Done 

10.5.2. Sprint burn-up 
Since October 21st, the team was working on Sprint 4. Docker, which was needed to               

deploy the Rasa bot, was set up locally on all of the team members` machines (five story                 
points). Setting up a facebook page and app to host the chatbot took three story points.                
Creating a webhook with ngrok needed two story points, as well as creating a Node.js               
webhook on Heroku. Lastly, the skeleton for the website to display the chatbot in the end                
was built (five story points). With 17 finished story points, the team managed to reach this                
sprint’s scope of 17 story points. 
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10.5.3. Sprint time log 
The pie chart shows the total logged hours for Sprint 4. Worked hours were divided quite                

unevenly throughout the team. This was mainly due to hand-ins in another course and              
sickness (Helga and Laura). 
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10.5.4. Sprint retrospective 
In the first part of the sprint, the group ran into issues with finding time to work together as                   

a team on complicated tasks related to deployment. Helga and her whole family got very sick                
during the sprint, and both Helga and Laura were finishing their last assignments in other               
courses. These circumstances made it a bit difficult for Diemut to find assistance through              
team discussions to get deployment up and running, which has been the most difficult part of                
the project so far and therefore would have needed more team collaboration. These issues              
could be solved, though, in two productive team building sessions with the instructor. From              
there, the team found its strength again and made progress quickly. Everybody tried from              
now on to find time and make compromises with other obligations. 

10.6. Sprint 5 
November 4th - 17th 

In the very beginning, the team continued looking into deploying the Node.js webhook to              
Heroku to be able to run Rasa as a facebook messenger app. They thought it would be a                  
beneficial learning curve for the later deployment of the website, although no success could              
be reached. 

Then, the team (mainly Laura) worked successfully on connecting the website with            
Socket.io via the Rasa Webchat widget so that communications with Íba were now possible              
locally through the website. The team managed to deploy Rasa to Heroku without Docker,              
though there were still some issues to be solved at the end of the sprint. 

Apart from developing the website and looking into deployment, the team was heavily             
involved in creating training data for the chatbot and using it for training. The main features                
implemented were queries for opening hours of banks in the greater Reykjavík area, as well               
as chitchat (greetings, handling insults towards the bot and generic questions users tend to              
ask chatbots). 

10.6.1. Sprint backlog 
In Sprint 5, all stories except one had priority A. The table below demonstrates the actual                

status by the end of Sprint 5. All stories with priority A could be finished and got the status                   
“Done”. Story 7 with priority B could not be finished and was set on hold. Since the team                  
managed to connect the chatbot with the website, the facebook app was no longer needed. 

ID Story Description Priority Story 
Points 

Status 

1 Create testing data and train: chit chat A 2 Done 

2 Website: set up server (socket.io) A 8 Done 

3 Deploy Íba to Heroku A 5 Done 
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4 As a user, I want to ask the chatbot for 
opening hours on a given location. 

A 8 Done 

5 As a user, I want the chatbot to greet 
properly. 

A 1 Done 

6 As a user, I want the chatbot to say goodbye 
properly. 

A 1 Done 

7 As a user, I want to talk to the chatbot 
through facebook messenger. 

B 5 Started Sprint 5 

8 As a developer, I want the bot to answer 
politely if the user gets upset. 

A 2 Done 

10.6.2. Sprint burn-up 
Since November 4th, the team was working on Sprint 5. Testing data for chitchat with the                

bot was created and the bot trained (two story points). This included proper greeting by the                
bot (one story point), it being able to say goodbye (one story point), as well as answering                 
politely to eventual insults from the user (two story points). 

The website was set up with Socket.io (eight story points) and Íba deployed to Heroku               
(five story points). Eight story points went into creating test data and programming the              
actions needed to query the banks’ opening hours. With 27 finished story points, the team               
was therefore 5 story points away from this sprint’s scope of 32 story points. 
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10.6.3. Sprint time log 
The pie chart below shows the total logged hours for Sprint 5. Worked hours were divided                

unevenly throughout the team. This was mainly due to the fact that Laura had to study                
heavily for an exam in another course and Helga could dedicate more hours than in previous                
sprints. 

 

10.6.4. Sprint retrospective 
Work went smoothly throughout the sprint, despite Laura’s absence during exam           

preparation. This was due to the fact that Helga and Diemut took on more time consuming                
tasks, as creating testing data and chatbot training. More difficult tasks (deployment,            
connecting Rasa bot with website) could be resolved in intense sessions with the whole              
team attending. This came out to be a much more efficient approach than each team               
member working on similar tasks on their own. 

10.7. Sprint 6 
November 18th - 24th 

From this sprint, the sprint length changed from two weeks’ sprints to one week. The most                
important tasks worked on in Sprint 6 were CSS fixes on the website, deployment of both the                 
website and the chatbot to Heroku (fixed remaining issues from Sprint 5), as well as creating                
testing data and training the bot so that it would be able to answer questions about                
exchange rate and currency conversion. 
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Since the deployment was successful, the Heroku app running the Rasa chatbot could be              
connected to the website running as well on Heroku. Helga found out that the deployment               
worked as well to run the chatbot in facebook messenger. During development, the team              
stumbled upon an API that generates random Chuck Norris jokes, which was immediately             
implemented as extra chitchat and used to learn how to connect API to the action server. 

10.7.1. Sprint backlog 
In Sprint 6, all stories except two had priority A. The table below demonstrates the actual                

status by the end of Sprint 6. All stories could be finished and got the status “Done”. Story 8                   
(started as story 7 in Sprint 5) was included again in the sprint backlog, since it could now be                   
easily finished. 

ID Story Description Priority Story 
Points 

Status 

1 As a user, I want to ask chatbot to give me 
exchange rate. 

A 5 Done 

2 As a user, I want to convert currencies. A 5 Done 

3 As a user, I want to talk to the chatbot on a 
website. 

A 5 Done 

4 As a user, I want the bot to tell me random 
jokes with Chuck Norris. 

B 1 Done 

5 Website: fix CSS A 3 Done 

6 Deploy website and chatbot to Heroku A 5 Done 

7 Establish connection between website and 
bot after deployment 

A 5 Done 

8 As a user, I want to talk to the chatbot 
through facebook messenger. 

B 5 Done 

10.7.2. Sprint burn-up 
Since November 18th, the team was working on Sprint 6. Testing data for querying              

exchange rate, as well as currency conversion (five story points each) was created and the               
bot trained. Íba was taught to tell random Chuck Norris jokes (one story point) and deployed                
to a website (five story points). 

Apart from that, the website’s layout was fixed with CSS (three story points) and deployed               
to Heroku (five story points). The connection between the chatbot and the website was              
established after deployment (five story points); therefore, it is now also possible to talk to               
Íba via facebook messenger (five story points). With all stories finished, the team reached              
this sprint’s scope of 35 story points. 
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10.7.3. Sprint time log 
The pie chart below shows the total logged hours for Sprint 6. Worked hours were divided                

quite evenly throughout the team. Helga had to study for her last exam, but made up time                 
over the weekend. 
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10.7.4. Sprint retrospective 
Work went once again smoothly throughout the sprint, despite Helga’s absence during            

exam preparation. Instead, Helga stayed in town for the weekend so that all three team               
members could meet up and make great progress on the final product. As a result, the                
remaining issues with the deployed bot could be resolved and finally Íba was running live               
both on the website and on facebook messenger. The team decided to proceed with meeting               
more often remotely to work on the most difficult tasks together. 

10.8. Sprint 7 
November 25th - December 1st 

During Sprint 7, the team worked mainly on the deployment of the action server via               
Docker, which appeared to be a journey full of disappointments and drawbacks with the              
result that the task could not be finished. Apart from that, they worked on a feature to output                  
the location of the nearest bank from a user’s geolocation, as well as letting the bot start the                  
conversation.  

10.8.1. Sprint backlog 
All stories in Sprint 7 had priority A; see the status by the end of the sprint in the table                    

below. Only story 1 got the status “Done”. This was due to the fact that the deployment of                  
the action server was so time consuming. 

ID Story Description Priority Story 
Points 

Status 

1 As a user, I want Íba to start the 
conversation. 

A 2 Done 

2 As a user, I want to ask chatbot for nearest 
bank. 

A 8 Started Sprint 7 

3 Deploy action server to Heroku A 8 Started Sprint 7 

10.8.2. Sprint burn-up 
Since November 25th, the team was working on Sprint 7. The bot was now able to start a                  

conversation with the user (two story points). The team did not manage to get the action                
server to run on Heroku and could not finish the geolocation feature (each eight story               
points). Therefore, the team was 16 story points away from this sprint’s scope of 18 story                
points. 
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10.8.3. Sprint time log 
The pie chart below shows the total logged hours for Sprint 7. Worked hours were divided                

quite evenly throughout the team and every team member worked extra hours. 
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10.8.4. Sprint retrospective 
This sprint did not go too well, since the team experienced again huge issues with the                

deployment of Docker to Heroku, this time specifically with the action server that had to run                
in the same container as the Rasa server. Part of the issues was supposed to be solved by                  
updating the Rasa version to the latest one, according to tickets on the official Rasa forum,                
but did not as promised. The team decided that only Helga would go for the update to try it                   
out for now. This had been the most frustrating sprint so far, but fortunately Íba telling Chuck                 
Norris jokes could cheer up the group at least a little bit. 

10.9. Sprint 8 
December 2nd - 8th 

During Sprint 8, the team worked again mainly on the deployment of the action server via                
Docker, though finally successfully. They continued on the feature to output the location of              
the nearest bank from a user’s geolocation. A help feature was included in the bot which                
allowed the users to choose from a suggested topic, as well as the option to connect to a                  
human person. The second half of the sprint went into finalising and preparing the report,               
presentation and demo product for the third status meeting which was going to be on               
December 9th. 

10.9.1. Sprint backlog 
All stories in Sprint 8 had priority A, apart from story 3. All stories except story 1 got the                   

status “Done”. This was due to the fact that the other stories were quite time consuming,                
more so than story 1 being extraordinarily complicated. See the status by the end of the                
sprint in the table below. 

ID Story Description Priority Story 
Points 

Status 

1 As a user, I want to ask chatbot for nearest 
bank. 

A 8 Started Sprint 7 

2 As a user, I want to have the option to 
connect to a human. 

A 3 Done 

3 As a user, I want to get a selection of topics 
the chatbot can answer. 

B 5 Done 

4 Deploy action server to Heroku A 8 Done 

5 Presentation for 3rd status meeting A 5 Done 

6 Report for 3rd status meeting A 5 Done 

7 Demo for 3rd status meeting A 5 Done 
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10.9.2. Sprint burn-up 
Since December 2nd, the team was working on Sprint 8. The user could now connect to a                 

human (three story points) and get suggested topics from the bot (five story points). The               
action server could finally be deployed to Heroku (eight story points). Apart from that, the               
report, presentation and demo for the third status meeting were finished (five story points              
each). Therefore, the team was 8 story points away from this sprint’s scope of 39 story                
points. 

 

10.9.3. Sprint time log 
The pie chart below shows the total logged hours for Sprint 8. Every team member               

worked extra hours and Laura and Helga could catch up their hours. 
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10.9.4. Sprint retrospective 
This sprint brought the team a major break-through, since finally they managed to deploy              

the action server to Heroku. Therefore, Íba was up and running with all so far implemented                
features. The team worked intensively together, since they wanted to add as much as              
possible to the report, demo and presentation for the third and last status meeting to get                
good feedback before the finals. 

10.10. Sprint 9 
December 9th - 15th 

During Sprint 9, the team worked mainly on testing, i.e. unit testing on the website and                
user testing on the chatbot. Apart from that, a lot of work in the second half of the sprint went                    
into polishing code and testing data of the chatbot, as well as the final report and the final                  
presentation. The team continued also on improving the geolocation feature, which sadly            
could not be finalized. 

10.10.1. Sprint backlog 
All stories in Sprint 9 had priority A. All stories except story 1 got the status “Done”. Again,                  

this was more due to the fact that the other stories were quite time consuming rather than                 
story 1 being extraordinarily complicated. See the status by the end of the sprint in the table                 
below. 
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ID Story Description Priority Story 
Points 

Status 

1 As a user, I want to ask chatbot for nearest 
bank. 

A 8 Started Sprint 7 

2 Website: Unit testing A 5 Done 

3 Write script for user testing A 2 Done 

4 User testing A 8 Done 

5 Final presentation A 5 Done 

6 Final report A 5 Done 

7 Final demo A 5 Done 

10.10.2. Sprint burn-up 
Since December 9th, the team was working on Sprint 9. Unit testing was implemented on               

the website (five story points), a script for user testing created (two story points) and user                
tests conducted (eight story points). The final report, presentation and demo took each five              
story points. Since story 1 could not be finished, the team was 8 story points away from this                  
sprint’s scope of 38 story points. 
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10.10.3. Sprint time log 
The pie chart below shows the total logged hours for Sprint 9. Again, every team member                

worked extra hours; especially Helga could dedicate many additional hours this time. 

 

10.10.4. Sprint retrospective 
Every team member put a lot of effort into the final sprint and worked late hours. Helga                 

was in Reykjavík during the whole sprint and the team worked intensively together on testing               
and the final report which had to be handed in 13th of December, along with the code. For                  
the rest of the sprint, they met up to practice for the final presentation. 

10.11. Project progress 
This chapter summarises the overall project progress. It includes the project burn-up, as             

well as the total time worked per team member. 

10.11.1. Project burn-up 
By the end of Sprint 9, which was also the end of this project, the team had finished 199                   

of the total 218 story points. 
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10.11.2. Project time log 
The pie chart below shows the total worked hours for the whole project by the end of the                  

project. In total, the team has worked 931:15 hours. Originally estimated were around 900              
hours over the whole time period. 
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11. Future development  
The team would like to continue to improve the chatbot capabilities as well as its range of                 

supported queries. The chatbot’s abilities will be improved to detect entities and intents in              
Icelandic and the team aims to work on improving its accuracy in finding and replying with                
correct answers.  

It has been also discussed that the team would like to implement support for other               
languages (such as English and perhaps Polish at a later date).  

The chatbot could also be further implemented to cater to a greater variety of customers,               
served as a framework for companies which would be interested in having a chatbot              
functionality on their website which would provide assistance in Icelandic - something not yet              
widely available in the Icelandic market. 

12. Conclusion 
Íba was a very challenging project. The team had to tackle a lot of new technologies                

which were not entirely familiar to their skill set, along with time restrictions and personal               
issues. The team also had quite many issues with the existing documentation of the chosen               
framework, Rasa. Much of the implementation and deployment steps were not well            
described and assumed that the user had a certain previous knowledge in using the              
involving technologies. Some parts were plainly not mentioned and the team had to resort to               
researching for similar implementations on other projects to circumvent certain roadblocks           
(namely Docker related issues and Heroku deployment methods). It was however a very             
insightful learning curve and the team collaborated very well together despite the hardships,             
conquering them together or finding other suitable options to replace issues they could not              
solve as they stood. 

The development for the chatbot was done in Python which did not appear to be as much                 
of a challenge as thought initially, despite that none of the team members were proficient in                
the programming language. As stated before, it proved to be an interesting learning             
challenge in which the team felt like it was excelled, given the small time frame.  

The team was sufficiently satisfied with the end product.   
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13. Appendix 

13.1. Survey results 

13.1.1. Results table 1 
 Continuous Analysis 

Feature Dysfunctional (X) Functional (Y) Importance (Z) Category 

Redirecting 3.11 2.83 7.83 P 

ATMs 2.01 2.88 5.81 P 

Exchange rate 1.72 2.96 5.81 A 

Suggests topic 0.67 2.38 5.31 A 

Voice support 0.42 1.55 4.45 I 

Transfer money 0.16 0.81 4.22 I 

Automatically opens -0.62 -0.15 3.45 I 

Gender of chatbot 0.04 0.44 2.37 I 

13.1.2. Results table 2 
 Discrete Analysis 

Feature M P A I R Q Category 

Redirecting 30.91% 37.27% 13.64% 11.36% 1.36% 5.45% P 

ATMs 13.18% 16.82% 44.55% 22.73% 0.91% 1.82% A 

Exchange rate 8.64% 17.27% 46.82% 22.73% 0.91% 3.64% A 

Suggests topic 1.82% 4.55% 48.64% 35.45% 7.73% 1.82% A 

Voice support 1.82% 3.64% 34.55% 48.18% 6.82% 5.00% I 

Transfer money 0.91% 7.27% 25.00% 30.00% 33.18% 3.64% R 

Automatically 
opens 

0.00% 1.36% 12.73% 38.18% 44.55% 3.18% R 

Gender of 
chatbot 

0.00% 0.91% 6.82% 68.18% 1.82% 22.27% I 
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13.2. User testing material 

13.2.1. Participant template 

Participant  

Nationality:  

Age: 

Gender: 

Computer skills:  
Poor             Average            Good             Very good             Excellent 

Computer use (location):  
At home                       At work                          Elsewhere 

Computer use (hours per day):  
> 8 hours                            4-8 hours                             < 4 hours 

13.2.2. Interview template 

Participant 

Interviewer & note taker:  

Location: 

Date: 

Use cases: 
1. Banks in Rvk 
2. Opening hours 
3. Exchange rate 
4. Ask for help 
5. Connect to staff 
6. facebook messenger 

Notes: 
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13.2.3. Product description 
Chatbot that supports answering Íslandsbanki’s customers’ general inquiries, such as 

opening hours and currency exchange rates. 

13.2.4. Use cases 
Use case 1: Banks in Rvk 

Ask the bot for banks in Reykjavík. 

Use case 2: Opening hours 
Pick one of them and ask for opening hours. 

Use case 3: Exchange rate 
Ask for exchange rate ISK - EUR. 

Use case 4: Ask for help 
How would you ask the bot for help? 

Use case 5: Connect to staff 
You are tired of talking to the bot. Now you want to connect to a staff member. 

Use case 6: facebook messenger 
Talk to the bot through facebook messenger. 

13.2.5. Additional questions 
Do you think something is missing? 

What needs improvement? 

Do you think the functionality is clear enough? 

What would you change to make the conversation more user-friendly? 
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